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Future Internet (FI) Initiative.

- Major Element of FP7
- 300 M€ Budget
- Significant Industry Leadership
- Very limited NREN engagement
- Significant Academic Involvement.
FI Program Summary

- FI-Public Private Partnership (FI-PPP)
  - Series of pan-European user groups trials
  - Includes Clouds, Agriculture, Transport, ICT etc
- FIRE (Future Internet Research)
  - ICT Developments
  - Experimental Environments Eg Bonfire etc
- FI-WARE
  - Test beds and specifications
DANTE Involvement.

- INFINITY project
  - A repository of FI facilities
  - Several NREN entries
  - See www.xipi.eu

- Fed4FIRE
  - Interconnection of stand-alone testbeds
  - Operational Experience from GÉANT
  - Integration of different Technologies